12 ARRESTED IN FRANCE IN LATEST HIT AGAINST TOBACCO SMUGGLERS
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TRADING SCHEME RESULTING IN €30 MILLION IN LOSSES UNCOVERED
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SPANISH AND UK POLICE FORCES RECOVER €6 MILLION IN TWO-YEAR LONG PONZI SCHEME INVESTIGATION
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EIGHT ARRESTS FOR SELLING POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ONLINE
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OVER 56 400 CULTURAL GOODS SEIZED AND 67 ARRESTS IN ACTION INVOLVING 31 COUNTRIES
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A NEW CAREER CHALLENGE?
APPLY AT EUROPOL
NOW ONLINE ALSO FOR RESTRICTED TEMPORARY AGENT POSTS

Events

EUCRIMACOM 21 – THE EUROPEAN CRIMINAL ANALYSIS CONFERENCE
BEWARE OF SCAM USING THE NAME OF EUROPOL’S EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

What’s in it for you?

INFORMATION FOR

GENERAL PUBLIC

LAW ENFORCEMENT
We welcome public interest in our work and trust that this website offers the reader a good illustration of Europol's activities.

### Popular TOPICS

**ECONOMIC CRIME**
241 articles

**CYBERCRIME**
597 articles

**TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS**
165 articles

**TERRORISM**
196 articles

**FACILITATION OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION**
196 articles

**CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION**
160 articles
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### ABOUT EUROPOL

Europol is the European Union's law enforcement agency.

Headquartered in The Hague, the Netherlands, we assist the 27 EU Member States in their fight against serious international crime and terrorism.

**Read more**
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### Subscribe to OUR E-MAIL ALERTS

Subscribe to receive an Email when we publish a press release, document, vacancy or internship.